
Logbook for Unity of Mesa Phase II Session 1: Sunday, April 11, 2021
Laying Out the Path

Small Group 1 Inquiry
The following strategy ideas were collected in the small group with Karen, Ann, Joyce,
Connie, John, Larry and Claire, in response to this question: Given the list of values /
needs / qualities of life generated in Phase I, what specific strategy ideas will bring
these qualities to life?

● Looking at raw data- music and community is a need- somethings lumped
together

● Questions to ask members/employees-
● Coming from counselling aspect- personality testing, boil down to feelings,

intuition, mediation about people’s responses. What are major 5 personality -
intelligent, educated who can reach out to many people, social balancing. Meet
the needs of the ministry/community- let go of some -delegate, use talents.

● Spending on number of candidates we will be working with- gather information
specific to those- screening of resumes- what do they describe as strengths to
serve needs of community, what they can offer, who makes the first cut and who
doesn’t- experience in being a minister- second career of first career- explorer to
see who best meets the needs of the community.

● Be compassionate to everyone and a sense of humor.
● We need to know what values are and then strategies- how to find these

qualities. - how do we include as many vices as possible in the process of
identifying the values and needs- good communicator- look online at their
presentations by candidates- zoom or recordings.

● Take a survey of all programs that we have and put it in front of a candidate to
assist or delegate these kinds of activities- what else can be added to the list of
classes or offering.

● Narrow down basics- order what we do and how we do it- to invite a minister for
the weekend to meet with people- break bread, participate in activities- see them
from different perspectives- hands on experiential meetings.

● Who we choose depends on synergy and experience they bring to the table.
● Assuming that statement of values will be circulated song candidates, allows

condistate see who we are- be willing to serve-  how to differentiate candidates
during the interviews- ranking candidates. Identify finalists- consider financial
consideration.  What do you consider your greatest accomplishment and why
and what was biggest disappointment and how did you handle it.

● Hard for anyone to be a master of all things- how to use existing leadership
within the congregations- minister be open and accommodating to strengths.
People willing to step up and be part of the process.
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● Characteristics of minister and willig to do things in a new way- forward thinking-
what do we want the church to do and be in the future- a good music program is
one factor, a sense of community, a dynamic minister to draw people in- satisfy
need to grow, not just doing the same thing.  What can they see as possibilities-
what possibilities do we see-

● Aligning Unity principles and prosperity- without us being able to offer a
competitive salary it will be difficult to recruit- need a strategy for use to be
financially attractive to someone new. - Thinking of the Capital Campaign and
supporting infrastructure- how does it fit with having a competitive salary to offer.

● Reallocation of funds to be included into salary- committee or group to see how
to find resources for being able to offer a comparative salary. Escalating cost of
housing.

● How do we incorporate the values identified and the reality of doing a search for
the right candidate?

● How do we as a church generate revenue and what can we do during the next
couple of months to ensure that we have enough revenue to do this kind of
search and to find the right person?

● Be candid with new candidates regarding the revenue- see it as a challenge and
some others avoid. What does the board see as the pattern of giving- will the
changes now become permanent- or go back to the way it was? How committed
are we to giving to support the community.

● Look at outstanding loans- do we have enough to make the payments?
● How do we increase membership- telling people what a gem we have- how do

we share with others to bring more people in.
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Small Group 2 Inquiry
The following strategy ideas were collected in the small group with Louise, Helen, Ruth,
Roland, Becca, Stephen, Cindy and Dennis in response to this question: Given the list
of values / needs / qualities of life generated in Phase II, what specific strategy ideas will
bring these qualities to life?

● Contact UWM Member Services and get a Ministry Search packet
● Incorporate as many voices as possible in the process
● Gather the soul of the person, experience. Gather the questions in categories,

experience, beliefs, etc. form questions around these. Presents open questions
in life and ask the person to speak into those.

● Some ministries have interim a minster to put distance from old to new.
● Questions - ask about how handled specific situations and how responded
● Incorporate congregation round table, sermon, respond to questions….even on

zoom.
● Maybe do a mini lesson on what their vision is/direction for the church.
● What we are lacking at Unity...missing young people and families. Lack of

masculine energy. What is the church’s demographic.
● Zoom is a great way of seeing more of the potential candidates. And need to

know more of who we are.
● Interview process, paper, then select 3 to 5, zoom, final in person.
● Member of the Board or congregation attend the candidates’ service in their

church.
● Have each candidate speak at a service.
● Find a way to know more about the candidate, bio, web page, books,blogs,

congragation page. As much info as possible to before meeting.
● Possible to have an on site minister and maybe one to have a online presence,

classes, workshops. Come to the church occasionally to connect with members
● Maybe different structural organization…..with functional heads for music, youth,

out- reach, etc.
● Zoom not final answer to meet the person. Like the idea of the tele-ministry with

in-person. Need to spend more than one Sunday. Ideally maybe a week. How
they would do the work. More time with the candidate the better.

● Learn who the person is in as many situations as possible.
● (First two on top of page.) Communication with the congregation.
● Concern--the church has split many different times in the past. Is there a way to

be pre-emptive.
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● When down to the top 3 candidates, let the congregation know so they can watch
their past services/churches. Create a place online to allow feedback and
conversation.

● Session 2 (Louise)
● Like the idea of a place to give feedback.
● Know candidates’ trengths and what aren’t their strengthens and how they

address.
● Get input from youths...questions they would ask, watch cand. Services, have

youth input.
● Confident we will find the person that is best best.
● Strength is knowing their weakness and how they would work with those.
● Humor and creativity is important.
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